ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays most of the researches in designing processors are focused on multicore architectures. These architectures are appropriate for programs that have the parallel nature and are not useful for sequential programs [1] . For parallel execution of sequential programs we need processors that change sequence of instructions to execute Independent instructions together. One of processors that raise parallel execution of instructions is Grid ALU processor that called GAP [2] . This processor has features of superscalar and reconfigurable systems with an array of Functional Units (FUs) to execute instructions simultaneously that reorder by a configure unit. One of the challenges of this processor (and all novel architectures) is to cope with the increasing complexity of designs.
All novel processor architectures like GAP expose lots of parameters, e.g. the number of processor cores, cache sizes, or memory bandwidth. Theses parameters form a huge design space. With multiple objectives and under specific constraints, as timing behavior or the availability and affordability of hardware resources, good points consisting of a combination of parameters have to be found. It is getting very hard for the system designers to cope with such increased complexity. For example, with 50 parameters each of them having 8 possible values, the number of possible configuration is 2^150 [20] . This means the designer must study 2^150 possible configuration to finding best design for processor. Then we need an approach to exploring huge space of these elements.
The goal of this paper is to purpose an approach to solving Design Space Exploration (DSE) problem automatically. This approach must find best configure of elements to design optimal processor that leads us to high performance whit less complexity. Unfortunately performance and complexity are in contrast, and then we need a method to establishing a trade-off between them simultaneously. Multi-objective optimization methods do this for us, so we are using a multiobjective optimization method based on Pareto Front. Pareto Front helps us to take all objectives into consideration simultaneously and maintains the diversity of solutions with ensuring that every element of Pareto Front is a good solution [17] .
The rest of this paper continued as follows: Next section describes Background of this research. Section III describes the purposed method following by an implementation and evaluation in Section IV. Section V gives an overview of related works. At the end of the paper, the conclusion is provided.
BACKGROUND
In the following section, we give an overview of GAP. Also we introduce multi-objective optimization problem in part B.
Grid ALU Processor
The main goal of GAP architecture is parallel execution of the program instructions that written sequentially. The GAP combines elements of superscalar processor architectures with a coarsegrained reconfigurable array of functional units [2] . GAP architecture contains a two-dimensional Functional Units (FUs). Instructions are inserted into FUs with Instruction fetch, decode, configuration units, and execute. This processor uses a branch control unit for controlling conditions and ensures correct selection of branches as well as memory access control using load and store units. In addition for faster access to memory it deploys two caches memory which are referred to as instruction cache and data cache.
Fetch, decode and configuration units simultaneously work with FUs. The array is arranged in row and columns of ALUs (see the Figure. 1 [2] ). Every column in the array is assigned to a single top register in the original GAP architecture. This leads to a number of columns in the array equal to the number of physical registers. Information flow in each column is top to down [1] . Each ALU can read the output information of previous row. ALUs in each row are synchronous and information in a row cannot transfer between ALUs. The placement strategy in the ALUs is as follows: instructions that have no dependence on previous instructions (or instructions that related to them) put in a row and execute. Instructions that related to previous instructions can put in to next rows. When facing to a loop, later than placement of loop instructions, in the array for the next iterations of the loop not required to do fetch, decode and configuration steps and instruction can be executed immediately. Branch control unit makes sure misprediction penalty does not occur [1, 14] .
The placement of instructions into the array is depicted by the following simple code fragment of pseudo machine instructions that adds 15 numbers out of subsequent memory cells followed by negating the result and depicted in (2). Figure. 2 depicts the dependency graph of the 9 instructions, which can be recognized again at the placement of the instructions within the ALU array shown in fig. 3 . The instructions 1 to 3 are placed within the first row of the array. Instruction 4 depends on R2 which is written in the first row and, therefore, it must be located in the second row. It reads the address as a result of instruction 2 and forwards the data received from memory into the column R4 which is the destination register of the load. The instructions 5 to 7 are placed in an analog way. Instruction 8 is a conditional branch that could change program flow. To sustain the hardware simplicity, conditional branches have to be placed below the lowest already arranged instruction. In this case, the branch has to be located after the third row. The last instruction must be placed after the branch in the fourth row. Hence, if the branch is taken, the GAP takes a snapshot of the register contents at the corresponding row and copies the data into the top registers (which is called "Top Regs" in Figure. 3). In this case, instruction 9 is discarded. Otherwise, the sub is executed without any time loss [14] .
Multi Objective Optimization
To understand, some of the most important concepts are listed below:
Multi-objective optimization is a process that usually can make two or more parameters optimal which conflict with each other simultaneously. In most cases where multi optimizations have to be performed there is not a single solution that simultaneously minimizes/maximizes each objective. Indeed multi-objective optimization would ensure that with changes to one parameter, changes from other parameters do not cause any negative influence on the final result [21] . A general multi-objective problem can be mathematically depicted in equation (1) .
(1) Subject to: x = x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ∈ X y = y 1 , y 2 , …, y m ∈ Y Where x is called the decision vector, X is the parameter pace, y is the objective vector and Y is the objective space y k = f k (x) where k = 1, 2, 3, …, m.
One of the most popular methods that used to solving multi-objective optimization called Pareto Front. Pareto optimality is a concept that formalizes the trade-off between a given set of mutually contradicting objectives. A solution is Pareto optimal when it is not possible to improve one objective without deteriorating at least one of the other. A set of Pareto optimal solutions constitute the Pareto front [21] .
PROPOSED APPROACH
To find an optimal design between possible designs we will use multi-objective optimization based on Pareto Front. The factors that inspect for optimization operation are Clock cycle Per Instruction (CPI) and design complexity. In the section A we talk about calculation of parameters used in optimization process and in section B we explain Pareto Front and how to make use of this method for our approach.
Calculation of Parameters
CPI is a division of CPU clock cycles to count numbers of executed instructions [18] . For calculation of clock cycles, we use a simulator program. We write the simulator in java programming language based on descriptions about GAP that represented in [1, 2, 14, 15, 16] . This simulator would be described in section IV.
Parameters that considered for definition of design are: 1) Number of FUs Rows={4, 5, 6,…, 32}, 2) Number of FUs Columns={4, 5, 6,…, 31}, 3) Cache Size={4k, 8k, 16k} and 4) Load/Store Units={Number of Rows}. After constructing the desired set, with execution of a program on simulator, the value of CPI calculated for every state. In this case we test JPEG program because of its potential loop-based structure [3] , then GAP can execute it in ideal mode.
For calculation of design complexity we use (3) [2, 16] : In (3) C X presents complexity of element X ∈ {ALUs, Load/Store, Cache}. The values of C ALUs, C LSUs, C cache are respectively calculates from (4), (5) and (6) . The variables that used here depicted in Table I. C ALU = (C c *h r + C r *C c *h ALU ) + (C r *C c *C l *h l ) (4) C LSUs = (C r *h LSU ) + (C r *C l *h l ) (5) C cache = Cache Area*h c (6) 
Approach
To find optimal design we will use Pareto Front. According to the definition of Pareto Front [17] :
We may define optimization criterion in a multi-objective problem on the basis of dominance concept as follows: for two decision vectors X1 and X2, X1 dominates X2 (X1 ≺ X2) if and only if two conditions are satisfied [19] : 1) X1 is not worse than X2 in all objectives. 2) X1 is strictly better than X2, at least in one objective.
The decision vector of X ∈ X f is also called non-dominated in relation to A ⊆ X f if and only if ∃ a ∈A ∶ X ≺ a holds. X is Pareto optimum if and only if it is non-dominant in relation to X f . Thus vertex X is regarded as optimum in perspective of being able to improve none of its objectives regardless of making other objective value worse [17] .
To reduce the number of comparisons for finding Pareto optimal (with attention to (7) and (8)), instead of comparing each decision vector with total, first we divide decision vectors to sets that contain two members. In each set, decision vectors are compared and dominating vector goes to the next step, if none of the two vectors can dominate each other, two vectors go to the next step.
In the next step, the place of decision vectors are randomly changed for comparison and again vectors are compared to each other. The process continues to have finally a set of decision vectors that non-dominate each other. Such set is the answer. This process depicted in (9) . Pseudo code in (10) describes Dominate function that used in (9) .
// Algorithm to finding optimal set of designs Input: design rules Output: optimal design of GAP S = all possible design that return from GAP simulator While (elements of S are not changed) { for (i = 0 ; i< S.length ; i+=2) Add Dominate (S i ,S i+1 ) to temp S = temp S = RandomExchange(S) //randomly exchange elements of array } Return S (9) X 1 <X 2 ⇔∀i ∈ {1, 2,…, n} : fi(x1)≤fi(x2) ^ ∃i ∈ {1, 2,…, n} : fi(x1)<fi(x2) (7)
X 1 <X 2 ⇔∀i ∈ {1, 2,…, n} : fi(x1)≤fi(x2) ^ ∃i ∈ {1, 2,…, n} : fi(x1)<fi(x2) X 2 <X 3 ⇔∀i ∈ {1, 2,…, n} : fi(x2)≤fi(x3) ^ ∃i ∈ {1, 2,…, n} : fi(x2)<fi(x3) fi(x1)≤fi(x2) ≤fi(x3)⇒ fi(x1)≤fi (x3) fi (x1) 
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
To studying results of GAP architecture, we design a simulator in java programming language in which fetch, decode and configure units are synchronized by Wait() and Signal() functions. Executions of instructions placed in rows are also synchronous. Load and store units work as follows: all units can read simultaneously but if one needs to write must wait until all units that come with read operations finish their work. The task is managed by semaphores.
The simulator gives design properties and an assembly source code of a program (in this case we test JPEG program) as input, and then the simulator first configures the GAP architecture by design properties (such as number of rows and columns, cache size, design layer, number of registers for each column (one or two) and etc) and then runs the input program. After running the program, the simulator returns CPI of GAP for this program and architecture complexity as output. The steps of our algorithm show the process as follows (except step 1, other steps are doing automatically by algorithm):
1) Design GAP properties ranges by User 2) Create set of S = {all possible designs} 3) Create set of CC by sending each of s i ∈S to simulator and calculate CPI and complexity for s i 4) Send c i ∈ CC to the algorithm that explained in section IV, part B. 5) Return set of optimal design form the algorithm to the user.
To assess the performance of GAP architecture, we run JPEG program on Simple Scalar processor simulator and GAP simulator (the parameters of each simulator give in Table II) , for each simulator we calculate the Instructions per Cycle (IPC). Simulation results show that on increasing the number of rows and columns in GAP, the value of IPC improves. For instance for a state with 32 columns when the number of rows is greater than 6, the value of IPC for GAP is better than Simple Scalar's IPC. The results of JPEG program execution on simulator of Simple Scalar processor and GAP processor simulator (with 31 columns and 4, 8, 16 and 32 rows) are showed in Figure. 4.
With attention to (3) and (4), the conclusion is that complexity and the number of columns and rows have a linear relationship that means on increasing the number of rows and columns, complexity increases. Figure. 5 depicts the correlation. The bigger is number of columns, the more is number of instructions which can be executed simultaneously.
This results in reduction of CPI. On the other hand, growing number of rows causes the loops of program put in rows and in second iteration of loop execution there is no need to fetch, decode and configure operations consequently it reduces as well the number of clock cycle needed for execution of the program. On the other hand with respect to figure. 6, it can be seen on increasing the complexity, the value of CPI decreases. Since the value of CPI however, is less the performance improves, hence we can conclude that increasing number of rows and columns improves performance of system. Now the question is that how much escalating number of rows and columns may ameliorate the performance? The results of simulation illustrate by increasing the number of columns to 31, the value of CPI then reduce but for values greater than 31 the rate of changes in CPI value is ignorable. By examining results (when the number of columns is at 31) we observe if the number of rows increases, CPI decreases at the same time. The CPI reduction goes on until the number of rows rises to 32. From this point onward, however, number of rows surges up, the rate of changes in CPI remains negligible.
As mentioned earlier, we are going to find a set of solutions that CPI and complexity remain optimal. By exploration of more than 3000 samples, the algorithm selects a set of optimal design consisting nearly 60 solutions as optimal design set. Figure. 7 delineates the correlation of complexity and CPI. 
RELATED WORK
Several research works try to generalize design space exploration and provide frameworks for architecture exploration, although most of them do not bring design space exploration beyond parameter exploration. The Magellan framework for multicore exploration fuses power/area measurement and statistical exploration techniques, and exposes a larger range of multicore parameters [4] . ReSP enables the exploration of architectures composed of transaction-level SystemC components, as well as hardware/software trade-offs [5] . FADSE (is a Framework for Automatic Design Space Exploration) attempts to include as much ADSE algorithms as possible, to offer connectors to existing computer simulators (M5, GEMS, Multi2sim, NS3, etc) and to run in parallel the design space exploration process [20] .
Most applications of reconfigurable architectures always require an additional processor as master. This processor has two tasks to fulfill: first, it has to provide configuration data to and, second, it has to take care about the activities of the reconfigurable system. Additionally, the presence and the architecture of the reconfigurable part must be taken into account at the software development phase. Example architectures with reconfigurable parts as coprocessor are the MOLEN [6] , the GARP [7] , and the MorphoSys [8] architectures. The XTENSA chip from Tensilica, the CHIMAERA [9] project, and the PRISC processor [10] use reconfigurable functional, units within the processor pipeline; see [11] for a more detailed overview.
ArchExplorer [12] is another automatic design space exploration (ADSE) tool. Researchers can upload their own hardware simulators for different architecture components in order to weigh the performance against other designs. The uploaded simulator has to be made compatible with the interface provided by the ArchExplorer developers. Having the simulator been uploaded, it automatically becomes part of the design space exploration tool and it is simulated and compared with other similar microarchitectures. The simulator continuously runs on the ArchExplorer servers. Any user can check any time what is the best configuration found so far for its simulated microarchitecture and also compare it with other implementations.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper tried to solving design space exploration problem. For achievement this goal we work on Grid ALU processor and study different configuration of this processor. To finding optimal configuration of GAP, we use multi-objective optimization based on Pareto Front that optimizes CPI and complexity of design.
The algorithm depicted in this paper automatically generates new designs of GAP and sends them to GAP simulator, after execution of JPEG program, the simulator returns CPI and complexity of each design to the algorithm. In last step, the algorithm finds optimal design based on Pareto Front. Section IV showed only 2% of possible designs were selected as optimal set and then we get to single out one design from this set proportional to our necessity.
In future work we are going to optimize the GAP architecture by making changes on ALUs configuration. Also we attempt to design a graphical user interface for our method to make it easier to use.
